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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Premium calculation deals with the problem of determining the compensation 

insurance companies must charge their clients for assuming a particular risk that the 

clients are unwilling to absorb on their own. Risk involves uncertainty concerning loss 

resulting fi-om the unknown claims which, in turn, makes premium calculation diflQcult 

and yet open to many different methods. These methods of premium calculation are 

referred to in the literature as premium calculation principles and are described in detail 

in Chapter III. The goal of this paper is to study the short-term effect of the risk reserve 

in non-life insurance for three of the most common premium calculation principles: the 

expected value principle, the variance principle and the standard deviation principle. 

Even though these principles have been discussed in detail in many books and papers, 

there seems to be very little information available on exactly how these principles are 

used in real insurance industry practices. It is almost as if there is a gap between theory 

and practice. It is the goal of this paper to begin to narrow this gap by performing 

computer simulations that incorporate the theoretical premium calculations principles 

with real life insurance situations. 

Premiums are studied in terms of the risk theory model that describes the state of 

an insurance business by its financial reserve (Xt) at any given time period. These 

models are stochastic models representing the reserves resuhing fi-om a continuous 

exchange of incoming payments and outgoing payments to the insurance company's 



clients. A short-term risk theory model includes only the three most basic of all variables 

involved: the premiums collected in the time interval (0,t] (Pt), total claims incurred in 

the mterval (0,t] (St) and the initial surplus (Xo). We have, 

Xt = Xo + Pt-St. (1) 

We want to look at the sensitivity of the risk reserve to the claims distributions as well as 

to the parameters involved in the premium calculation principles. Since this paper 

studies the reserve only in the short-term, this model is sufficient. If instead a longer 

term approach was taken, many more variables would have to be added to Eq. (I). For 

example, the incoming payments might include a variety of variables such as premium 

income (both written and earned), return of investments, income fi"om reinsurers, new 

equity capital issued and subscribed for during a period, new debt capital issued and 

subscribed for during a period and any other borrowings. The outgoing payments can 

consist of variables such as claim payments and any associated claims expenses resulting 

fi-om the settlement of claims, operating expenses such as commissions, administrative 

expenses and taxes, ceded reinsurance premium, and dividends and bonuses paid to 

pohcyholders. 

The organization of the paper is as follows. Chapter n gives background as to 

how insurance companies operate in practice. Chapter III describes some of the most 

common types of premium calculation methods. Chapter IV gives a more detailed 

formulation of the risk theory model described in Eq. (1). Chapter V describes how the 

simulations were set up including all of the parameters, constants, and distributions used. 

Finally, Chapter VI summarizes the results and suggests fijrther research. 



CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUND OF INSURANCE 

INDUSTRY PRACTICES 

2.1 The Need for Reform 

Since the early 1980's, we have seen a dramatic increase in the number of 

insurance company insolvencies, a trend that will continue, unless necessary changes in 

the industry are made. In fact, in 1991, 47 property-casualty and 58 life-health insurance 

companies failed, which amounts to a financial impact of $868.3 million paid out by the 

state guarantee fiands in order to cover insurers' obligation to policyholders [1]. This 

leads to higher payments by all insurers into the guaranty funds, which ultimately leads to 

higher premiums for everyone. The question remains as to what needs to be done to 

reduce the number of insolvencies in the future. The solution needs to be approached 

from two perspectives: government regulations and individual insurance company 

practices. 

The National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) was formed in 

1871 and consists of chief insurance regulatory officials of the 50 states, the District of 

Columbia, American Samoa, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands [I]. The NAIC 

has made significant changes in the insurance industry in the past that address the 

insolvency problem, including the sponsorship of the guaranty associations in 1969 and 

1970. More recently, as a response to the dramatic increase in insolvencies, they have 

formed groups to formulate risk-based capital requirements for insurers. Before the 



adoption of the risk-based capital requirements for life-health insurers in 1992 and for 

property and liability insurers in 1993, most states set a fixed dollar minimum capital 

requirement for all insurance companies operating in their state [I]. As the company 

grew, they still where required to have in reserve the same minimum capital requirement. 

Obviously, this makes no sense, and hopefully, with the new risk-based capital 

requirements now in force, some failures will be prevented. 

In addition to the government regulations, it is the individual insurance 

company's responsibility to guard itself against financial failure. The companies must 

review and evaluate their current practices, in order to make better decisions. One of the 

main reasons for many insolvencies is extensive underwriting losses. Every insurance 

company incurs certain risks, including an underwriting risk. Altman defines this type of 

risk as, "The risk that premiums charged may not be adequate to pay future incurred 

losses and the risk that the current loss and loss adjustment expense reserves are 

understated" [p. 101]. It is the first half of this underwriting risk which involves 

premium setting that this paper will address. 

2.2 Factors Influencing the Premium 

First, a look at the current premium setting practices used by many property-

casualty insurance companies is required. Insurance ratemaking is a complicated 

procedure influenced by many factors. As explained in Beard's text, past claim 

experience (X), return on investments (I), the financial strength of the insurer (U), the 



current market structure, and the business manager's concerns (including his strategy 

and the effects of competitors) all affect the premium rate [2]. In other words, 

{X, I, U, Market, Strategy} => Premium. 

A discussion of the market and the business strategy is beyond the scope of this paper, 

but there is something to be said about the other three. Along with the premium, the 

past claim experience and the financial strength of the company are parts of the risk 

theory model formulated in the next chapter. Investment return plays a significant role in 

profit determination. The insurance company invests its funds to earn interest. This 

investment income is considered when establishing the profit loading on the premium. 

The profit loading should be sufficient to cover expenses as well as the costs 

arising from underestimated claims losses. The loading that serves as a cushioning for 

the claims is called the safety loading. The difference between the safety loading and the 

expense loading is that the insurance company knows exactly how much expense loading 

must be added to the premium, because expenses are known. As will be discussed later 

on, the future claims distribution is unknown and must be estimated, therefore, the safety 

loading must be estimated. Different methods of determining this safety loading make up 

the principles of premium calculation discussed in the next chapter. 

The underwriting gains due to these profit loadings along with the investment 

income should provide a nice profit for the insurers. In a way, investment income 

reduces the rates, because it lessens the need for higher profit loadings on the premiums. 

It can easily be seen why ratemaking becomes so complex with all of these factors 

coming into play. 



2.3 Principles of Ratemaking 

Even though various insurers set their premiums differently, there are certain 

principles of ratemaking that all insurers should follow: adequacy, not excessive, equity, 

economic feasibility, and inducement of loss prevention activities [10]. The first three 

are required by law, while the last two are standards that a good insurance company 

should aim for. 

A rate is adequate if it is enough to cover incurred losses and expenses. 

Insurance companies strive to make their rates adequate by considering the loss ratio. 

The loss ratio is simply a comparison of the actual losses to the expected losses used to 

determine the premium rate. This loss-ratio is discussed in further detail a little later on. 

It would be simple to determine an adequate rate without also requiring it not to be 

excessive. An excessive rate is one that is more than adequate and resulting in 

disproportionate profits for the insurance companies. Rates are equitable if each insured 

pays his fair share of the losses and expenses. Companies invest a large amount of time 

and effort in their underwriting departments to determine how to classify insureds into 

different groups. Not all insureds involve the same risk, and in order for the rates to be 

equitable, they must be distinguished. An insurance rate should be economically feasible 

which means that the premium should be affordable. Certain risks are simply 

uninsurable, because the fair premium would be so high that not many people could 

afford it. One way insurance companies have solved this problem is by including 

deductibles in their contracts in order to lower the premium and make it affî rdable to 

most people. Finally, an ideal rate characteristic is the inducement of loss prevention 



activities. By providing lower rates to the individuals who practice risk avoidance 

measures, insurance companies will encourage these activities, thereby decreasing the 

eventual losses. Everyone can agree that these principles make good sense, but exactly 

how does one actually set the premiums so they adhere to these principles and still make 

good business? 

2.4 Three Categories of Insurance Ratemaking 

There are three basic categories of insurance ratemaking: judgment rating, 

manual (class) rating, and merit rating. Judgment rating looks at each individual insured 

separately and the premium is determined based on that specific individual's merits. It is 

used mostly in situations where there are not a lot of statistics available on the risks 

involved. Certain examples might include marine insurance, unusual exposures, and 

reinsurance. The premium is not based on any specified formula, but instead, a 

ratemaker simply uses his own good judgment along with any other information that 

might be available to determine the premium. It is obvious that judgment rating is an 

inefficient and inaccurate method of pricing insurance when a large number of similar 

risks are involved. 

The most common types of insurance, including automobile insurance, use 

manual rating because plenty of statistics are available that can be used to determine the 

premium. Manual rating is also known as class rating because a group of individuals 

with similar risks and characteristics are placed into a certain class. The process of 

determining the appropriate class for an insured is the job of the underwriters and is 



always under considerable debate as to whether the identifying characteristics of the 

classes are leading to equitable rates. Once an individual has been placed into a class, the 

rate is split into two parts. The pure premium is the part that covers expected losses and 

loss adjustment expenses. The second part is called the loading and is intended to take 

care of operating expenses and a contribution to surplus. All of the uncertainty is 

involved in the pure premium calculation, because expenses are assumed to be a known 

quantity. 

There are two basic approaches used to determine rate changes: the loss-ratio 

approach and the pure premium approach. In the loss-ratio approach the actual loss 

ratio is compared to the permissible loss ratio. The actual loss ratio is the total losses 

incurred divided by the premiums collected during a certain period. The permissible loss 

ratio is the percentage of the premium determined by the actuary to cover losses. AAer a 

specified time period, say annually, these ratios are calculated to determine whether a 

rate change is necessary for the next year. The indicated rate change is calculated as 

Actual Loss Ratio - Permissible Loss Ratio . 
Permissible Loss Ratio 

For example, suppose the actual loss ratio was .25 and the permissible loss ratio has been 

determined by the actuary to be .42. This would indicate a 40 percent decrease in the 

rate. Of course, a 40 percent decrease would not automatically go into effect without 

considering other factors as well. 

The pure-premium approach is used in automobile insurance, worker's 

compensation insurance, and life insurance [11]. Insureds are placed into classes, and 
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each class's premium depends on the average premium rate of all the classes combined, 

as well as, the relative rate of that particular class to the average rate. Each class is 

assigned a pure premium rate based on that particular class' performance. An indicated 

rate change is then calculated based on the loss ratio approach using the data for the 

combined classes. If a rate change is indicated, it is applied to the pure premium rates of 

the two classes. For example, suppose Class A and Class B are the only two classes and 

they have pure premium rates of $300 and $400, respectively. A 10 percent rate change 

has been determined indicating an increase of the pure premium rates to $330 and $440. 

Then expenses are added based on the permissible loss ratio. If the permissible loss ratio 

was .70 for Class A and .65 for Class B, then the actual premiums would be $330/. 70 = 

$471 and $4407.65 = $677. 

It was previously mentioned that other factors must be considered along with the 

loss ratio before an actual premium rate change is put into effect. If we are considering 

automobile insurance, we might have had unusually high losses during a year that were 

due to chance or caused by exceptionally bad weather in a particular area. Is it worth 

raising the rates and risk losing business? One way to measure whether the data of a 

particular class is statistically significant, is to consider the credibility of the class. 

Ratemakers assign a credibility factor based on the length of the time period during 

which the data was collected, the rate classification characteristics, and the number of 

claims considered [10]. Obviously, if the statistics were gathered over a longer time 

period this would justify a higher credibility factor. If the class includes a broad range of 

insureds, the statistics would be more credible. The credibility assigned based on the 



number of claims varies with the risk involved. For instance, actuaries have determined 

that 1,100 claims would be needed to consider the data as 100 percent credible for an 

automobile liability classification [10]. Certain statistical models such as the Bayesian 

approach and the Parameter-Free approach have been developed to determine the 

credibility factors [9]. If a certain class has a credibility factor less than 1, this factor is 

multipHed by the indicated rate change to come up with the actual rate change. 

The third rating method is merit or modification rating. This is the method we 

hope is in effect if we have good loss experience and wish the ratemakers could overlook 

if we have not had such good loss experience. This rating method changes the rates 

within a certain classification based on the individual's history. The basic idea behind 

merit rating is that certain individuals have a better loss experience than others which 

may be due to factors such as luck, better loss prevention strategies, or less risk 

exposure. These individuals should be compensated in terms of lower premiums, while 

others with poorer risk experience should have to pay higher premiums in order to 

achieve equity. The three types of merit rating are schedule rating, experience rating and 

retrospective rating. Schedule rating consists of defining a schedule of characteristics of 

the average insured. An insured's rate goes up if he or she is in any way worse than the 

average and decreases if he or she is better. Due to the uneconomical and time 

consuming aspects of schedule rating, it is not used in many common forms of insurance 

[11]. Experience or prospective rating changes an insured's future premium based on 

prior performance history. Retrospective rating is similar, except it changes the current 

premium based on prior performance history. A basic premium is charged at the 
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beginning of the period and the rest of the retrospective premium is collected at the end 

of the period. The total premium collected at the end of the period is based on the actual 

losses and expenses incurred during the period plus an insurance charge, but is always 

subject to predetermined minimum and maximum charges [11]. 

11 



CHAPTER III 

PREMIUM CALCULATION METHODS 

3.1 Principle of Premium Calculation 

In Chapter II, we looked at how insurance companies determine their rates. 

These practices have worked for many years, but with the current increase in insolvency 

numbers, we need to reexamine these practices and consider new ways of determining 

the premium. 

A principle of premium calculation is a rule, H, the company chooses that 

determines what a fair premium should be. This rule is a functional, that assigns the 

premium, P, to any random variable of finite range S. The amount of risk is the total 

claims, S. In other words, P = H[S] where the domain of H consists of distributions. 

This means that the insurer will take on the risk S for a payment of P. Each insurance 

company must decide on the rule, H, and determine the unknown distribution of S. 

3.2 The Principle of Equivalence and Related Methods 

The premium is split into three parts: the pure risk premium (P*), the safety 

loading (L), and expenses of the company (E). Since expenses can be taken to be a 

constant, at least in the short run, we can ignore this component and just assume 

P = P* + L. The most basic of these principles is the principle of equivalence which sets 

the premium so that 

P = E[S] = P*. 
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That is, charge a premium equal to the expected value of total claims. This premium is 

called 0. fair premium or actuarial value of the prospect, and in decision theory would be 

considered a/a/r game [6]. In an ideal situation, the distribution of future claims is 

knoAvn, E[S] is no longer random, and P is completely determined . In reality, though, 

the distribution of S is unknown, making it a random quantity. Insurance companies 

must account for this uncertainty by adding a safety (contingency) loading to the pure 

premium. The safety loading should provide for any fluctuations that cause S to be 

greater than P. This cushioning also develops into the profit margin for the company. 

As long as S - P* < L, a positive profit of the amount P* + L - S would be earned. 

Hopefully, L is determined carefully enough so that the case S - P* > L would not occur. 

The next three properties use the equivalence principle as a basis and build on it 

by adding on the safety loading component. Each one calculates the safety loading in 

different ways. In general, we have 

P = E[S] + ;i,E[S]+>^(Ts+;i3as \.\.^ 0̂ 

The expected value principle has X2M = 0 which implies the safety loading is 

proportional to the pure risk premium. The variance principle has XiM = 0 and so the 

safety loading is proportional to the variance. The standard deviation principle has 

X\,X2 = 0. It is interesting to note that for the standard deviation principle, if we knew the 

distribution of S, X3 could be chosen as the upper ath quantile of the distribution of S, 

and the premium found would be a lower confidence limit of S. Thus, with a certain 

confidence, we could have P > S. A mixture of any two or all three of these methods 

could also be used. For example, the expected value principle does not take into account 
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the amount of dispersion among the claims and could be improved by combining it with 

either of the other two (i.e., XiM ^ 0 .̂3 = 0, or 

XiM ;̂  0 >.2 = 0, or XiMM ^ 0). 

3.3 The Principle of Zero Utility 

Now, consider the following question: If two insurance companies are 

considering taking on the same risk , X, and Company A has initial surplus of 

$1,000,000 and Company B has initial surplus of $250,000, would they both charge the 

same premium (assuming they both have equal expenses)? The answer, of course, 

depends on the possible value of X. If the claim amount was $500, then the answer 

might be yes. What about if the claim amount was $100,000? Company B stands to lose 

a lot more than Company A. Company B values $100,000 more than Company A, so it 

would be expected that Company B should charge a higher premium. This idea is what 

the other three principles fail to consider and where utility theory comes in. 

Utility is a function that when applied to a prospect allows an individual (or 

company) to value prospects in terms of all key considerations. These considerations, in 

addition to monetary value, might include time, effort and reputation. What would 

happen to Company B's stock prices (their reputation) if they agreed to provide the 

above mentioned insurance and a claim was filed? 

There are four assumptions on preferences that must hold in order for a utility 

function to exist for an individual. 
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• An individual must know what he likes. That is, if Pi is a prospect and P2 is another 

prospect, then he must be able to decide whether he likes Pi better than P2, equally as 

well as P2, or less than P2. 

• If Pi,P2, and P3 are three prospects and Pi is preferred to P2 and P2 is preferred to P3, 

then Pi is preferred to P3.(Transitivity) 

• If Pi is preferred to P2 and P2 is preferred to P3 then there exists a mixture of Pi and 

P3 that is preferred to P2 and there exists another mkture of Pi and P3 that P2 is 

preferred to. 

• If Pi is preferred to P2 and P3 is another prospect then any mixture of Pi and P3 is 

preferred to the same mixture of P2 and P3. 

If the above mentioned assumptions hold, then there exists a utility function for this 

individual that has the following properties [6]: 

• u(Pi) > u(P2) if and only if Pi is preferred to P2. 

• If P is a prospect in which the individual must face Pi with probability p and P2 with 

probability (1-p) then u(P) = p • u(Pi) + (1-p) • u(P2) 

• If P is the prospect of facing the random prospect, P, then u(P) = E[u(P)]. 

• The utility function is bounded. 

These properties of the utility function form the basis of the premium calculation 

principle known as ihe principle of zero utility [4]. The insurer's minimum acceptable 

premium, P, is found by solving the relationship, 

u(w) = E[ u(w + P - S) ] , 

15 



where w is the initial wealth. An interpretation of the equation is the following: An 

insurer has two choices. He can either take on the risk, or he can stay where he is at and 

do nothing. He is willing to take on the risk only if this brings him as much utility as he 

has by doing nothing. He should be indifferent between the two choices. 

The question might come up as to why the insurer would want to be indifferent 

between the two choices and not just choose the premium that would maximize his 

utility. The reason is that we have yet to consider the other player in the game which is 

the insured. Recall that all individuals have a utility fijnction which they are interested in 

maximizing . An insured would consider the solution to the following to be the 

maximum acceptable premium (G) he is willing to pay 

ui(wi - G) = E[ui(wi -S)] 

where ui and wiare the utility function and the initial wealth of the insured, if G > P then 

the insurance policy is feasible [4]. 

Utility is the reason insurance works. Unlike gambling, an individual who buys 

insurance is not creating risk. The risk is forced upon him by elements beyond his 

control. Once this risk is realized, he knows that loss must occur whether it be the 

catastrophe, the premium paid to cover the catastrophe or the worry he must endure if 

insurance is not bought. Insurance is a win-win game in terms of utility. Two 

individuals can raise their utilities by engaging m a gamble in which one man's monetary 

loss is another man's gain. 

If the assumptions on preferences given above hold for an individual, a utility 

function exists for that individual. Many individuals can be considered as risk adverse 

16 



[4]. In terms of their utility fiinctions, this means that: u'(x)> 0 and u''(x)< 0. The first 

condition indicates the utility function should be an increasing function of wealth. It is 

reasonable to think that most individuals find more wealth brings them higher utility. 

The second condition is what economists call the property oi decreasing marginal 

utility. That is, the more wealth an individual has, the less he appreciates an increase. 

The utility function becomes flat at the point called the level of saturation [9]. An 

individual reaches his level of saturation when he has so much, that an increase of wealth 

brings no increase in utility. These conditions make the utility function a strictly concave 

downward function that becomes constant at the saturation point. 

The above conditions on the utility fiinction not only are reasonable, but also 

allow us to work with Jensen's inequality [4]. Jensen's inequality states that if X is a 

random variable and the utility is that of a risk adverse individual, then 

E[u(X)] < u(E[X]). 

Then by the principle of zero utility and Jensen's inequality we have 

u(x) = E[u(x + P - S)] < u(E[x + P - S]) = u( X + P - E[S]) => 

0 < P - E[S] 

P > E[S]. 

We should expect an insurer to choose as a minimum acceptable premium something 

larger than the expected loss. 

Assuming that the insurer is risk adverse, there are many different utility 

functions that he may select from to model his preferences. The choice is not usually an 

easy decision to make, so careful consideration should be given to the special features of 
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different types of utility functions. The following is a discussion of three basic types of 

utility functions: the exponential, the fractional power, and the quadratic utility 

functions. 

The exponential utility fiinction is of the form, 

I - e"*" 
u(x) = , a > 0 . 

a 

An individual who chooses the exponential utility function should be risk adverse, 

because 

u'(x) = e~̂ ^ > 0 and u''(x) = -ae"^ < 0 . 

Another feature is that the premium calculated by an insurer with exponential utility does 

not depend on the initial wealth, x, of the insurer. In fact, the premium found by using 

the principle of zero utility is: 

u(x) = E[u(x + P-S)] 

a 
1-e -a(x+P-S) 

j _ g - a x ^ j _ g [ g - a x - a P + a S J 

-̂ax ^ e-̂ -"^E[e" ]̂ 

InEfe^] 
p = ^—^ 

InMs(a) 
P = 5— 
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Note that this last expression does not involve x. For some insurers this might be an 

attractive feature, but for others it might make more sense to choose a premium that 

does depend on the initial wealth of the company. If this is true, they might consider the 

family of fractional power utility functions [4]. They are of the form: 

u(x) = x^, x > 0 0<y9<L 

The first and second derivatives are: 

P-2 u'(x) = Pi^"-' > 0 and u''(x) = P{P - l)x^-' < 0 , 

which, again, make this individual risk adverse. 

Another type of utility function modeling the risk adverse individual is the 

quadratic utility function of the form: 

a ( a - x ) 

u(x) = \ -\ 2 
a 

. 2 

2a x<a 

x> a 

and 

(a - x ) 
u'(x) = ̂ ^ > 0 

a 
u''(x) < 0, x<a 

a 

If X > a, then the insurer has reached the saturation level and the fiinction is constant [9]. 

It turns out that the premium charged by an insurer having this utility function is an 

increasing function of the wealth. It would seem reasonable, though, to expect that the 

premium should decrease if the insurer has more wealth. If the insurer believes this, then 

he should not choose the quadratic utility function. 
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3.4 Mean Value. Percentile and Maximal Loss Principles 

The last three principles are rarely discussed in the literature. They include the 

mean value principle, the percentile principle, and the maximal loss principle. The mean 

value principle considers some function, v(x), such that v'(x)> 0 and v''(x)> 0. Then P 

is the solution of v(P) = E[v(S)] or P = v"̂ ( E[v(S)]). Note that if v(x) = x, the mean 

value principle reduces to the principle of equivalence. The percentile principle chooses 

the smallest premium such that the probability for a loss is at most 8. In other words, 

P = min{p I Prob(S < p) > l-e). 

Finally, the maximal loss principle simply sets the premium equal to the maximum 

possible claim [9]. For obvious reasons, this form of premium calculation is intolerable 

in almost all situations. 

3.5 Summary 

Each of the above mentioned premium calculation methods differ mainly in their 

calculation of the safety loading, varying from no loading (equivalence principle) to an 

excessive security loading (maximal loss principle). The most commonly employed 

methods include the expected value principle, the variance principle and the standard 

deviation principle, with increasing interest in the principle of zero utility. The expected 

value principle is most commonly used in life insurance, where there are mostly 

homogeneous risks involved, unlike in non-life insurance where there is such a large 

variety of risks encountered. In property and casualty insurance, a popular choice is the 

standard deviation principle, because it takes into account the variation of the claims. 
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Also, it is linear with respect to a proportional change in the claims experience [5]. The 

variance principle is not used as often, because it does not have this property of linearity, 

and it seems unnatural to deal with squared units of deviation. The principle of zero 

utility has become the topic of many theoretical discussions but due to the complicated 

nature of determining the utility function, still remains far removed from any practical 

situations. This should not keep us from continuing to study its applications in real life 

circumstances. After all, every premium calculation method mentioned is only in theory. 

As discussed earlier in Chapter I, most insurance companies use the loss-ratio approach 

or pure-premium approach to premium calculation, but the goal of this paper is to see 

how these theoretical models can be merged into current practices . Premium rating is a 

complicated problem involving many factors. Obviously, insurance companies must 

consider all of these factors when determining the premium, but the theory presented 

here is still at the basis of their decisions. 
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IS 

where Xo is the initial capital. The process {Xt} is caUed the risk process. 

Let Zi,...,ZN(t) be independent and identically distributed random variables where 

Zi denotes the amount of the /th claim. Also, let {Nt} be a counting process where Nt i 

the number of claims in the period (0,t]. The total claims can be represented as 

Sr ~ Zi + ... +7j}^(t). 

A graphical view of the aggregate claims process, {St}, is shown in Figure 4.1. 

Figure 4.1. The Aggregate Claims Process 

The height of the step at time ti represents the amount of the i* claim, Zi, and the 

difference between the ordinates of points ti and t2 is the total claims incurred in that 

time interval. Note that the aggregate claims process is a compound process because 

both the number of claims and the amount of the claim is random. 

The claims number process is a counting process, since it represents the number 

of occurrences (or claims) in the interval (0,t]. A counting process is a stochastic 

process that follows a path with positive jumps of size one. The time points Ti,T2,T3,... 

are random variables where Ti is the time until the first occurrence, T2 is the time until 

the next occurrence and so on. Also, 
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Nt = 
0 i f T i > t 

max{i|Ti+...+Ti<t} 

for t > 0 [9]. This is depicted graphically in Figure 4.2. 

Nt 

2 

I 

Ti T1+T2 T1+T2+T3 

Figure 4.2. A Counting Process 

Time 

In the classical risk theory model, two assumptions made on the counting process 

are that of independent and stationary increments. A process with independent 

increments is one in which for all nonoverlapping intervals, (ak,bk], the random variables 

Nbi-Nai, Nb2-Na2,... are independent [5]. This is a reasonable assumption especially in 

automobile insurance, because, it seems likely that the number of accidents in one time 

interval would have no affect on the number of accidents in another time interval. Some 

risk theory models have opted to model {Nt}as a Markov process in which the number 

of claims in the immediate past affects the number of claims in the next time period. 

Stationary increments imply that the number of occurrences depends only on the length 

of the interval and not on its position. It has been shown that the only counting process 

with these two assumptions is the Poisson process. Many types of random events that 

are independent of time and the number of events that have already occurred are 
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modeled by a Poisson process including accidents, telephone calls coming into a 

switchboard and radioactive disintegrations [7]. For a Poisson process, the probability 

of k occurrences in any interval of length h is 

P[N(t + h) - N(t) = k] = ^ ^ e x p ( - ; i h ) 
k! 

where X is the intensity of frequency. It can also be shown that if {Nt} is a Poisson 

process, then the occurrence times of the claims are the order statistics of a uniform 

distribution on the interval (0,T). 

If {Nt} is a Poisson process, this makes {St} a compound Poisson process. The 

cumulative distribution function of {St} for a given period can be found as follows using 

the law of total probability: 

00 

Fs(s) - P(S < s) = Z P ( S < S|N = n) • P(N = n) 
n=0 

00 

= Z P ( Z I +Z2+.. .+Z„ < s).P(N = n). 
n=0 

If F*"(z) denotes the nth convolution of F(z), then we have, 

Fs(s) = ZF*"(z).P(N = n). 
n=0 

The convolution of n variables is usually difficult to compute. When necessary, it is 

convenient to chose claims distributions for which convolutions can be easily calculated 

such as the normal or gamma. The risk process is shown in Figure 4.3. 
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Risk Reserve 

Xo 

0 Ti Time 

Figure 4.3. The Risk Process 

The risk reserve starts off at the initial surplus Xo and continues growing at the premium 

rate, c, until the first claim occurs at time Ti. The process continues as long as the risk 

reserve does not fall below the initial reserve. If this happens, ruin has occurred. Ideally, 

the premium rate is chosen to adequately cover the losses and keep the risk reserve 

fluctuating nicely above Xo. Consideration must be given to making sure the risk reserve 

does not grow too large while keeping the premium rate varying as smoothly as possible. 

The expected surplus at time t described by the classical risk theory model in Eq. (1) is 

E(Xt) = Xo + {Q-X\i)X 

where X is the mean number of claims up to time t and |i is the mean claim size. Recall 

in the principles of premium calculation, a loading is always added to the pure risk 

premium, so it is always the case that c is chosen such that c > X\i. As t increases, this 

implies that the reserve Xt will keep growing without bound. This might seem like a 

desirable situation to an insurance company, but in reality it is an unstable and 

undesirable state. Some insurance companies counteract this by offering dividends back 

to their policyholders, thereby not allowing the surplus to get out of control. For others. 
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though, dividends are not a feasible solution, and a new formulation of the risk process 

might be necessary to resolve the problem. 

In a paper by Duran and Martinez [8], the goal was to ''stabilize the risk process 

{Xt} close to a given realistic barrier Z by controlling the premiums Pt as smoothly as 

possible''[ p. 6]. The risk process was formulated as a Markov control model in which 

the premiums are the control variable. Let to = 0, ti, t2,... be any strictly increasing 

sequence of real numbers on [0, oo). Then the risk process is 

x . = Xo + P, - s , 

and, therefore, 

X, - X , =(P, -P , ) - (S, - S , ). 

Now let Uĵ  = Pĵ  ^ - Pĵ  be the total premium collected in the period (tk, tk+i] and let 

Wĵ  = Stĵ ^ - Sĵ  be the total claims incurred in that period. Then, 

X, =X, +Ut - W fork = 0,1,2,... 
' k + l ^k ^k Ik •)•>•> 

The control policy (premiums) was chosen so as to minimize the following cost fijnction 

r(x,u) = (x-Z)^+(u- / / )^ 

where |i = E(Wt). The first term controls the reserve close to the barrier and the second 

term controls the premiums close to |i. This model studied the long term performance of 

the system and so a total expected discounted cost must be the optimization function, 

00 

V,(x)-E[i;>^V(X,,U,)], 
t=0 

The premiums are then found by minimizing V6(x), where 5 = {Uo, Ui, U2,...}and 

0 < P < 1 . 
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CHAPTER V 

SIMULATIONS 

5.1 Premium Calculations 

In this chapter we will perform simulations to study the sensitivity of the risk 

reserve process to premium setting methods. Recall, the short term model of the risk 

process is given by 

Xt = Xo + Pt - St 

where Xt is the reserve at time t. The simulation needs to model, as closely as possible, 

the fluctuations of a real insurance company's surplus over a short time period. Since we 

do not have any actual data or experience in the insurance industry, we must rely on 

previous research and intuition to structure our simulations. A study of the surplus over 

the long run would, of course, involve a few more variables, both deterministic and 

stochastic, as described in Chapter I. 

The aggregate premium is calculated according to one of three different methods: 

• Expected Value Principle: Pt = E[St] + aE[St]. 

• Variance Principle: Pt = E[St] + bVar[St]. 

• Standard Deviation Principle: Pt = E[St] + c-^V^tSJ. 

Each simulation spans a five year time period to approximate what happens to the 

risk reserve in the near fiiture or relatively short period of time. The loading constants, 

a,b, and c, will be chosen at the beginning of the period, t = 0, and will remain unchanged 

through the end of the period. Choosing the time period any longer than 5 years would be 
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unrealistic, since only during this short time interval would the loadings be expected to 

remain unchanged. 

For simplicity, the total premium is assumed to be payable at the beginning of each 

year. As described eariier, the classical risk theory model assumes continuous premiums 

in the form Pt = ct. The way in which the premium is collected will not affect our results 

of the final surplus at the end of the period. The only difference will be in the path of the 

risk process, but not the final outcome. Compare Figure 3.3 where premiums are paid 

continuously to Figure 5.1 where they are assumed payable at the beginning of each year. 

'Risk Reserve 

5 Time 

Figure 5.1. The Risk Process (Premiums Paid at the Beginning of the Year) 

Figure 5.1 shows that instead of the premium flowing continuously into the reserve, a 

sharp increase equal to the total premium for that year is added to the surplus at the 

beginning of the year. Again, as in Figure 4.3, the risk reserve in Figure 5.1 is shown as 

decreasing continuously but in the simulations the claims were paid out at discrete time 

points. 
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Each of the first three premium calculation methods use E[S] and Var[S]. If Zi, 

Z2,... are identically distributed random variables and N, Zi,Z2,... are all mutually 

independent, then 

E[S] = E[E[S I N]] = E[E[Z] • N] = E[Z] • E[N] 

and 

Var[S] = E[Var[S | N]] + Var[E[S | N]] 

= E[N • Var[Z]] + Var[N • E[Z]] 

= E[N] • Var[Z] + [E[Z]]' • Var[N] 

In practice, though, premiums are recalculated according to prior claims 

experience, so the simulations were set up to do this also. At the end of each year, the 

premium is recalculated according to the previous year's outcome. Essentially, the 

moments of S are then conditional on the number of claim occurrences. Letting n denote 

the actual number of claims generated in the previous year, we have 

S = Zi+Z2 + ...+z„ 

E[S|N = n] = nE[Z] (5.1) 

Var[S I N = n] = n • Var[Z] (5.2) 

The first set of simulations was run using Method 1. For Method 1, the actual parameters 

used in the probability density functions for the claims are used to compute E[Z] and 

Var[Z]. The variate, n, generated by the Poisson random number generator is used as the 

number of claims. These values are then used to determine the next year's premium 

according to the three principles. 
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Another set of simulations was run under Method 2. It involved using not only the 

exact number of claims simulated , but also the data simulated for the claim amounts. 

Under Method 2 we have, 

E[S I Zi = Zi, Z2= Z2,...,Zn= Zn] = Zi + Z2 + ... + Z„ 

Var[S I Zi = Zi, Z2= Z2,...,Z„= Zn] = n • S(Zi,Z2,...,Zn)^ 

where s(zi,Z2,...,Zn)̂  is the sample variance of the simulated claims. 

5.2 Simulating the Claims 

The choice of the claims distribution to estimate future premiums can often be a 

difficult decision. If an insurance company has insured a specific risk for a certain group 

of people for many years, then it has enough information to construct a relative frequency 

distribution that can be used as an estimate of the claims distribution. Another alternative 

would be to study the relative frequency distribution to see if it can be represented by one 

of the more commonly known theoretical distributions. For this study, there was no data 

collected in order to construct a relative frequency distribution, so we have to choose 

theoretical distributions with certain properties that make them representative of typical 

claims distributions. Of course, there are certain situations in which not so typical claims 

are expected such as when large claim amounts or outliers need to be included in the 

model. A paper by Beirlant and Teugels studied this problem and included in their model 

certain variables such as claim times which play an important part in modeling large 

claims, unlike the model we are using [3]. For our study, we have chosen five of the most 

common theoretical distributions used to model claims. Each has various characteristics 
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that make it a good choice for a certain risk, and by varying the parameters involved, can 

be used to model numerous situations. In order to make the simulations comparable, the 

expected claim amount and standard deviation of claims should be similar in all cases. We 

chose the parameters for the claims distributions so that the mean and standard deviation 

would both be approximately 500. In the case of the gamma distribution, the standard 

deviation was chosen to be 400 in order to distinguish it from the exponential distribution. 

The gamma distribution is a popular choice to represent the distribution of claim 

amounts. The gamma distribution makes it easy to model the empirical distribution of 

aggregate claims of many type of insurance because by altering the shape parameter, y, we 

are able to fit certain skewed distributions very well. The gamma distribution has 

probability density fiinction. 

f(x) 
r(r) e~"'x''"' for0<x<oo, 0<Y<ao0, <c<oo 

y Y 
vdth mean — and variance —r. For y = 1.5625 and c = .003125 , the mean is 500 and the 

c c 

standard deviation is 400, and the claims distribution is shown in Figure 5.2. 

0.002 

0.001 — 

f(x) 

0.001 

Figure 5.2. The Gamma Distribution 
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The exponential distribution is an important special case of the gamma with y = 1 

and has the density function. 

f (x) = ce" ' for 0 < X < 00, 0 < c < CX) 

with mean - and variance -y . If c = .002, then the mean is 500 and the standard 

deviation is 500 and the claims distribution is shown in Figure 5.3. 

u.uy2 

0.002 

f( x ) 0.001 

0.001 

\ 1 1 1 — 

- \ v ^ ^ 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

-

1 1 1 

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 

Figure 5.3 The Exponential Distribution 

The normal distribution is usually not used to describe the claims distribution. 

Only in certain cases, such as when the skewness is minimal, is the normal distribution 

considered a good approximation to the claims distribution [8]. It has the density 

function. 

f(x) = 
y/lTra 

(x-//r 
2a' for-cx)<x<oo, -oo<^<oo, 0 < a < o o 

with mean fi and variance a^. The claims distribution is shown in Figure 5.4 using 

|i = 500anda= 100. 
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0.004 

0.003 

f ( x ) 0.002 — 

0.001 — 

Figure 5.4 The Normal Distribution 

A standard deviation of 100 is used so the probability of a negative claim is small. 

The logarithmic normal distribution comes from a transformation of a normal 

random variable and makes the claims random variable now take on only positive values. 

It has the density function. 

(Inx-//)' 

f(x) = 
•JlTca: 

e ^̂ ^ for 0 <x < 00, - CX) < |a < 00, 0 < a < 00 

1^+— , • , 2 / / + < T ' 
with mean e ^ and variance e' e"" - 1 Letting [i = 5.868 and a = .833 the mean 

is 500 and the standard deviation is 501, and the claims distribution is shown in Figure 5.5. 

0.002 

0.002 — 

f ( x ) 0.001 — 

0.001 — 

Figure 5.5 The Lognormal Distribution 
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The last claims distribution used is the Pareto distribution with density function. 

f(x) = a c " for c < X < X, 0 < c < X, 0 < a < 00 

ct c^cc 
with mean c 7 if a > I and variance a-\ {a-\f(a-2) 

if a > 2. The Pareto distribution 

is useful when extreme values (large clahns) need more emphasis because of its thicker tail 

[5]. If a = 2.4142 and c = 293, then the mean is 500 and the standard deviation is 500, 

and the claims distribution is shown in Figure 5.6. 

f(x) 

U.Ul 

0.008 

0.006 

0.004 

0.002 

1 1 • • • • • ! 

— \ ^ 

1 1 

1 I 

— 

-

— 

1 ~^1 
200 300 400 500 

X 

600 700 800 

Figure 5.6 The Pareto Distribution 

The FORTRAN programs written to run the simulations can be found in the 

Appendix. The IMSL system of FORTRAN subroutines was used to generate the random 

variates for the Poisson, gamma, exponential, normal, and lognormal distributions. A 

subroutine was not available for the Pareto distribution, so claims were simulated using 

the uniform generator by the following method. Let U have a uniform distribution in the 

interval (0,1), with distribution function G(u), and let X have a continuous distribution 

function F(x), strictly increasing over the interval (0,1). Now, let U = F(X). The 

distribution function of X is 
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P(X < X) = P[F(X) < F(x)] = P[U < F(x)] = G(F(x)) = F(x). 

So It follows that if u is a random number simulated from the interval (0,1), then an x can 

be simulated from F(x) by solving u = F(x) for x. We have 

F(x) = u = . c V " + l , 

-u + 1 
= x~" 

c" ' 

or 

re^^ 
= x=F'(u) 

U-u>/ 

By generating values of u from a u(0,1), we are thus able to produce variates for the 

Pareto distribution. 

5.3 The Initial Surplus 

The choice of an initial surplus, Xo, is of not much consequence in our study since 

we are not interested in the probability of ruin. It could even be chosen to be zero, but in 

order for our simulations to look realistic, we shall chose an initial surplus that 

corresponds to the initial capital needed for a company with expected number of claims of 

300 per year, expected claim size of 500, and standard deviation of claims 500. The initial 

surplus should be adequate to cover any claims occurring during the first year. As 

explained earlier, the premiums are payable at the beginning of the year, but not including 

the begiiming of the first year (t = 0). Since there are not any actual claim occurrences to 

look back at before the initial starting point, we want to make sure the initial surplus 
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provides for any claims during the first year. In order to keep the simulations as 

comparable as possible, we need an initial surplus that is sufficient for all. We can use 

Chebyshev's Inequality, which needs no assumptions on the claims distribution, to put a 

lower bound on the probability that claims will not exceed surplus. It states that for any 

random variable, S, with finite mean, }x, and variance, a ,̂ the following holds for any 

k > 0 : 

1 
P ( | S - / / | < k o - ) > l -

Using equation (5.1), 

E[S I N] = |i = N • E[Z] = 300 • 500 

= 150,000. 

Using equation (5.2), 

Var[S I N] = a^ = N • Var[Z] 

= 300 • 250,000 

=75,000,000 

o =8660 

Choosing k = 5, we have 

P( I S - 150,000 I <43,300) > .96 

P(106,700 < S <193,300) > .96. 

So, with a fairly large probability, the claims for one year should be less than 200,000 and, 

therefore, an initial surplus of 200,000 is reasonable. 
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5.4 The Safetv Loading Constants 

The safety loading constants, a,b and c, for the three premium calculation methods 

where chosen in the following manner. First, note that the loading on the premiums are: 

Expected Value Principle: a E [ S | N ] = a n - E[Z] 

Variance Principle: b • Var[S | N] = b • n • Var[Z] 

Standard Deviation Principle: c • ̂ Var[S|N] = c • Vn • 7Var[Z]. 

Again, we would like to choose the loading constants so that the three loadings are similar 

in order to make them comparable. The first method uses the E[Z] and Var[Z] in the 

calculation of the next year's premium, and since we know what these values are, we can 

choose a and b, so that these loadings are the same. If this is done, we can expect the 

results for these two premium calculation methods to be the same. This was done for the 

expected value principle and the variance principle as shown in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1: Safety loadings used in the simulations. (EVP = expected value principle, 
VP = variance principle, SD = standard deviation principle) 

EVP 

a 

.08 

.06 

.04 

.02 

a • E[Z] 

12,000 

9,000 

6,000 

3,000 

VP SDP 

b • Var[Z] c 

1.386 

1.039 

.693 

.346 

loading 

12,003 

8,998 

6,001 

2,996 

.00016 12,000 

.00012 9,000 

.00008 6,000 

.00004 3.000 
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CHAPTER VI 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

After running the simulations as described in the previous chapter, a study of the 

output reveals some interesting insights into the three premium calculation methods. First, 

a check in the yearly surplus values should be made to see if they are consistent with what 

was expected. For each simulation, 1000 runs where made and the average annual ending 

surpluses along with the standard deviation and coefficient of variation where reported. 

For three of the simulations, the average ending surpluses along with one standard 

deviation to either side of the mean are shown in Figures 6.1 - 6.3. 
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Figure 6.1. Average Ending Surpluses. (Method 1, Expected Value Principle, 
Exponential Claims Distribution, safety loading .02) 
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Figure 6.2. Average Ending Surpluses. (Method 1, Expected Value Principle, 
Lognormal Claims Distribution, safety loading .02) 
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Figure 6.3. Average Ending Surpluses. (Method 1, Expected Value Principle, 
Pareto Claims Distribution, safety loading .02) 
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Since we look at only the average of the 1000 surpluses at each point, we should 

expect the surplus for each year to be increasing by the safety loading amount. Recall that 

the safety loading is added to the premium to safeguard against any years that might have 

a large claim experience. The average surplus reported is essentially a lot like an ideal 

year for the company because it averages out the good and the bad claims experience over 

1000 runs. If we could expect to have an average year every year, the safety loading 

would not be needed. This is why, when it is added and the average ending surpluses are 

reported, they are consistently increasing by approximately that amount. So for all three 

premium calculation methods no matter what the claims distribution is, as long as the 

claims have a mean of 500 and standard deviation of 500, the surpluses from years I to 5 

are increasing by approximately 12,000, 9,000, 6,000, or 3,000 which are the 

approximation of the safety loading values. Also, the ending surplus values for each 

claims distribution are approximately the same. A listing of all of these results would be 

tedious and unnecessary, but several of the results of the ending surpluses are given in 

Tables 6.1- 6.9 for reference. 

If instead of looking at the average surpluses, we just look at what happens for a 

few runs as in Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6, we see that the surpluses do fluctuate 

quite a bit. The average, though, for each time period is steadily increasing. These figures 

illustrate the highly erratic behavior that can be inherent in the risk process. 
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Table 6.1: End of Year Reserve Values. (Method 1, Expected Value Principle, 
Exponential Claims Distribution, safety loading factor .02) 

End of 
Year 

1 

2 

3 

Mean 

202862 

206355 

208944 

Standard 
Deviation 

8469 

11993 

14366 

Coefficient of 
Variation 

.0417 

.0581 

.0688 

211929 16536 .0780 

215307 18447 .0857 

Table 6.2: End of Year Reserve Values. (Method 1, Variance Principle, 
Exponential Claims Distribution, safety loading factor .00004) 

End of 
Year 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Mean 

202862 

206355 

208944 

211929 

215307 

Standard 
Deviation 

8469 

11993 

14366 

16536 

18447 

Coefficient of 
Variation 

.0417 

.0581 

.0688 

.0780 

.0857 
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Table 6.3: End of Year Reserve Values. (Method 1, Standard Deviation Principle, 
Exponential Claims Distribution, safety loading factor .346) 

End of 
Year 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Mean 

202760 

206084 

209231 

212073 

215169 

Standard 
Deviation 

8889 

12780 

15682 

18119 

20176 

Coefficient of 
Variation 

.0438 

.0620 

.0749 

.0854 

.0938 

Table 6.4: End of Year Reserve Values. (Method I, Expected Value Principle, 
Lognormal Claims Distribution, safety loading factor .02) 

End of 
Year 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Mean 

202899 

205593 

209238 

211870 

215116 

Standard 
Deviation 

8984 

12486 

15334 

17946 

19876 

Coefficient of 
Variation 

.0443 

.0607 

.0733 

.0847 

.0924 
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Table 6.5: End of Year Reserve Values. (Method 1, Variance Principle, 
Lognormal Claims Distribution, safety loading factor .00004) 

End of 
Year 

1 

Mean 

202904 

Standard 
Deviation 

8984 

Coefficient of 
Variation 

.0443 

205604 12486 .0607 

209254 15334 .0733 

211892 17946 .0847 

215143 19876 .0924 

Table 6.6: End of Year Reserve Values. (Method I, Standard Deviation Principle, 
Lognormal Claims Distribution, safety loading factor .346) 

End of 
Year 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Mean 

202809 

205903 

208865 

212265 

215625 

Standard 
Deviation 

8698 

12406 

15101 

17686 

19485 

Coefficient of 
Variation 

.0429 

.0603 

.0723 

.0833 

.0904 
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Table 6.7: End of Year Reserve Values. (Method 1, Expected Value Principle, Pareto 
Claims Distribution, safety loading factor .02) 

End of 
Year 

1 

Mean 

202796 

Standard 
Deviation 

8001 

Coefficient of 
Variation 

.0395 

205549 11209 .0545 

208834 13526 .0649 

211556 15170 .0717 

214729 17285 .0805 

Table 6.8: End of Year Reserve Values. (Method 1, Variance Principle, Pareto 
Claims Distribution, safety loading factor .00004) 

End of 
Year 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Mean 

202797 

205552 

208388 

211561 

214736 

Standard 
Deviation 

8001 

11209 

13526 

15170 

17285 

Coefficient of 
Variation 

.0395 

.0545 

.0649 

.0717 

.0805 
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Table 6.9: End of Year Reserve Values. (Method I, Standard Deviation Principle, 
Pareto Claims Distribution, safety loading factor .346) 

End of 
Year 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Mean 

203167 

206206 

209278 

212101 

215036 

Standard 
Deviation 

7350 

14797 

16491 

18981 

20172 

Coefficient of 
Variation 

.0362 

.0718 

.0788 

.0895 

.0938 
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Figure 6.4. The Surplus Process. (Method 1, Expected Value Principle, 
Exponential Claims Distribution, safety loading .02) 
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Figure 6.5. The Surplus Process. (Method 1, Expected Value Principle, 
Lognormal Claims Distribution, safety loading .02) 
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Figure 6.6. The Surplus Process. (Method 1, Expected Value Principle, 
Pareto Claims Distribution, safety loading .02) 
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As mentioned eariier, if the E[S] and the Var[S] are known, then we can pick the 

loadings a,b, and c, so that there is no difference between the three methods. Of course, 

this is not the case for any real situation. We broke up are simulations into two methods, 

the first of which calculates the next year's premium using the variate produced by the 

Poisson generator as the number of claims for that year, and the actual values for E[Z] and 

Var[Z]. This allowed us to choose the constants a and b so that the loadings and, 

therefore, the surplus are very similar (if not exact) for the expected value and variance 

principles. The results confirmed our expectations. For the standard deviation principle 

and for all method 2 runs this is not possible, but we can make a good estimate of the 

loadings which makes the surpluses for all three premiums approximately the same. 

The results also show that the method 2 surpluses, even though very similar to the 

method 1, have much smaller coefficients of variation. In other words, the surpluses for 

the end of each year do not fluctuate as much for method 2. This can be easily explained. 

For method 2, the actual claims incurred in the previous year are used to calculate the 

premium for the next year. We are reporting the surpluses at the end of the year, after the 

premium for the next year has been added on. So by using the exact claims experience 

(x and s) in the calculation of E[S] and Var[S] used in the premiums we are compensating 

the losses with a premium that is based directly on exactly how much the total claims were 

for the prior year. This gives a much smoother, steadily increasing surplus (even across 

runs) as reported in Figure 6.7. 
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0 5 time 

Figure 6.7. The Surplus under Method 2 

The top points connected by the dotted line show the surpluses reported. It might be 

more informative to report, instead, the surpluses before the new premium is added on. 

As shown above, these fluctuate much more and might be a better indication of how the 

premium for the year fared, but to the insurance company these points do not really matter 

as long as they never fall too low. Now, for method 1 there will be more fluctuations 

across runs of the end of year surpluses, since we use E[X] and Var[X] instead of x and s. 

Therefore, we are not compensating the losses with a premium based on the exact losses, 

but instead with one based on the theoretical losses. This is why the coefficient of 

variation for method 1 is consistently larger for all three premium calculation methods. 

Further research on this topic should involve obtaining actual data from insurance 

companies along with the methods they use to calculate the premiums. It would be 

interesting to see if they actually use any of the premium calculation methods, and how the 

surplus would react using the premium calculation methods v^th actual data. Also, there 

has to be some consideration given to how the premiums fluctuate. This study did not 

address this problem, and we allowed the premium to change as needed. Obviously, 

insurance companies can not change their premiums very often. 
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APPENDIX 

FORTRAN PROGRAM USED TO 

PRODUCE SIMULATIONS 

program simOl 
dimension claims(5000),numclaim(5),xl(6),x2(6),x3(6),x4(6),x5(6),x6(6) 
dimension sumx 1 (6), sumx 1 sq(6), meanx 1 (6), stddevx 1 (6) 
dimension sumx2(6),sumx2sq(6),meanx2(6),stddevx2(6) 
dimension sumx3(6),sumx3sq(6),meanx3(6),stddevx3(6) 
dimension sunix4(6),sumx4sq(6),meanx4(6),stddevx4(6) 
dimension sumx5(6),sumx5sq(6),meanx5(6),stddevx5(6) 
dimension sumx6(6),sumx6sq(6),meanx6(6),stddevx6(6) 
dimension coefvarx 1 (6),coefVarx2(6),coefvarx3(6) 
dimension coefvarx4(6),coefvarx5(6),coefVarx6(6) 
dimension avgnumcl(5),countcl(5) 
integer nr,numclaim,runs,totclaims,countcl 
double precision xl,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6,varx,sumclaims,avgnumcl 
double precision preml,prem2,prem3,prem4,prem5,prem6 
double precision enumcl,claims,eclsize,a,b,c,es,vars,esl ,vars 1 ,mu,sigma 
double precision agamma,bgamma,apareto,cpareto 
double precision sumx 1, sumx 1 sq, meanx 1, stddevx 1 
double precision sumx2,sumx2sq,meanx2,stddevx2 
double precision sumx3,sumx3sq,meanx3,stddevx3 
double precision sumx4,sumx4sq,meanx4,stddevx4 
double precision sumx5,sumx5sq,meanx5,stddevx5 
double precision sumx6,sumx6sq,meanx6,stddevx6 
double precision coefVarxl,coefvarx2,coefvarx3 
double precision coefVarx4,coefvarx5,coefvarx6 
double precision sumclsq,clvar,avgclaim 
character distn* 1 ,filename* 10 

write(*,*)'Enter the name of the output file enclosed in single quotes* 
read(*,*)filename 
open(5,file=filename,status='new') 
write(*,*)'Enter the number of runs to be made:' 
read(*,*)runs 
write(*,*)'Enter the initial surplus:' 
read(*,*)xl(l) 
write(*,*)'Enter the expected number of claims per period:' 
read(*,*)enumcl 
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write(*,*)'Enter the loading factor for the expected value principle:' 
read(*,*)a 
write(*,*)'Enter the loading factor for the variance principle:' 
read(*,*)b 
write(*,*)'Enter the loading factor for the standard' 
write(*,*)'deviation principle:' 
read(*,*)c 
write(*,*)'Enter which type of claims distribution to use:' 
write(*, *)'e=exponential,g=gamma,n=normal,l=lognormal,p=pareto' 
write(*,*)'Enclose in single quotes' 
read(*,*)distn 
nr=5 
if (distn. eq.'e') then 

call exponential(eclsize,varx) 
elseif (distn. eq.'g') then 

call gamma(eclsize,varx,agamma,bgamma) 
elseif (distn.eq.'n') then 

call normal(eclsize,varx,mu,sigma) 
elseif (distn.eq.T) then 

call lognormal(eclsize,varx,mu,sigma) 
elseif (distn.eq.'p') then 

callpareto(eclsize,varx,apareto,cpareto) 
endif 
call mset(O) 

***begin main loop 
do m=l,runs 
call mpoi(nr,enumcl,numclaim) 
totclaims=0 
***total the number of claims for each period 
doi=l,5 
countcl(i)=countcl(i)+numclaim(i) 
end do 

do i=l,5 
totclaims=totclaims+numclaim(i) 
end do 

if(distn.eq.'e')then 
callexpon(totclaims,claims,eclsize) 

elseif (distn.eq.'g') then 
callgam(totclaims,claims,agamma,bgamma) 

elseif (distn.eq.'n') then 
callnorm(totclaims,claims,mu,sigma) 
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elseif (distn.eq.T) then 
call lognorm(totclaims, claims,mu, sigma) 

elseif (distn.eq.'p') then 
callpar(totclaims,claims,apareto,cpareto) 

endif 
***assume premiums are paid at the beginning of the period 
x2(l)=xl(l) 
x3(l)=xl(l) 
x4(l)=xl(l) 
x5(l)=xl(l) 
x6(l)=xl(I) 
k=l 

doi=l,5 
sumclaims=0 
sumclsq=0 

do j=k,(k+numclaim(i)-1) 
sumclaims=sumclaims+claims(j) 
sumclsq=sumclsq+claims(j)* *2 
end do 

k=k+numclaim(i) 
•••calculate the mean and variance of the claims for each period 
if (numclaim(i).ne.O) then 
avgclaim=sumclaims/numclaim(i) 
else 
avgclaim=0 
endif 
if (numclaim(i).gt.l) then 
clvar=((numclaim(i)* sumclsq-sumclaims* *2)/(numclaim(i)^ 

$ (numclaim(i)-l))) 
else 
clvar=0 
endif 
es=numclaim(i)*eclsize 
vars=numclaim(i)*varx 
es 1 =numclaim(i)*avgclaim 
vars 1 =numclaim(i)*clvar 
preml=(l+a)*es 
prem2=es+b*vars 
prem3=es+c*vars**.5 
prem4=(l+a)*esl 
prem5=es 1 +b * vars 1 
prem6=es 1 +c*vars 1 * *. 5 
xl(i+l)=xl(i) + preml - sumclaims 
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x2(i+l)=x2(i) + prem2 - sumclaims 
x3(i+l)=x3(i) + prem3 - sumclaims 
x4(i+l)=x4(i) + prem4 - sumclaims 
x5(i+l)=x5(i) + prem5 - sumclaims 
x6(i+l)=x6(i) + prem6 - sumclaims 
write(5,25)i,preml,prem2,prem3,prem4,prem5,prem6 

25 format('Premium',i2,'is:',6fl0.2) 
end do 

do i=l,6 
write(5,30)xl(i) 

30 format(fl0.2) 
end do 

c write(5, •)'The number of claims for each year are:' 
c do i=l,5 
c write(5,35)numclaim(i) 
c 35 format(i5) 
c end do 
c write(5,*)'The claims are:' 
c do i=l,totclaims 
c write(5,37)claims(i) 
c 37 format(fl2.2) 
c end do 
c ***Calculate the mean and variance of each end of year surplus*** 

do i=2,6 
sumx 1 (i)=sumx 1 (i)+x 1 (i) 
sumx 1 sq(i)=sunix 1 sq(i)+x 1 (i) * *2 
sumx2(i)=sumx2(i)+x2(i) 
sumx2sq(i)=sumx2sq(i)+x2(i)* *2 
sumx3 (i)=sumx3 (i)+x3 (i) 
sumx3 sq(i)=sumx3 sq(i)+x3 (i) * *2 
sumx4(i)=sumx4(i)+x4(i) 
sumx4sq(i)=sumx4sq(i)+x4(i)**2 
sumx5(i)=sumx5(i)+x5(i) 
sumx5sq(i)=sumx5sq(i)+x5(i)**2 
sumx6(i)=sumx6(i)-+-x6(i) 
sumx6sq(i)=sumx6sq(i)+x6(i)**2 
end do 

end do 
c ***End main loop 
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c doi=l,5 
c avgnumcl(i)=countcl(i)/runs 
c end do 

c ***Mean and Variance 
do i=2,6 
meanx 1 (i)=sumx 1 (i)/runs 
stddevxl(i)=((runs*sumxlsq(i)-sumxl(i)**2)/(runs*(runs-l)))**.5 
coefvarx I (i)=stddevx 1 (i)/meanx 1 (i) 
meanx2(i)=sumx2(i)/runs 
Stddevx2(i)=((runs*sumx2sq(i)-sumx2(i)**2)/(runs*(runs-l)))**.5 
coefVarx2(i)=stddevx2(i)/meanx2(i) 
meanx3(i)=sumx3(i)/runs 
stddevx3(i)=((runs* sumx3 sq(i)-sumx3(i)* •2)/(runs*(runs-1 )))* *. 5 
coefVarx3 (i)=stddevx3 (i)/meanx3 (i) 
meanx4(i)=sumx4(i)/runs 
stddevx4(i)=((runs* sumx4sq(i)-sumx4(i)* *2)/(runs*(runs-1 )))**. 5 
coefvarx4(i)=stddevx4(i)/meanx4(i) 
meanx5(i)=sumx5(i)/runs 
Stddevx5(i)=((runs*sumx5sq(i)-sumx5(i)* *2)/(runs*(runs-1 )))**. 5 
coefvarx5(i)=stddevx5(i)/meanx5(i) 
meanx6(i)=sumx6(i)/runs 
Stddevx6(i)=((runs*sumx6sq(i)-sumx6(i)* *2)/(runs*(runs-1 )))**. 5 
coefvarx6(i)=stddevx6(i)/meanx6(i) 
end do 

c write(5, *)'Check the average number of claims' 
c write(5,*)'Year Average Number of Claims' 
c write(5,*)'— ' 
c do i=l,5 
c write(5,40)i,avgnumcl(i) 
c 40 format(i5,f9.2) 
c end do 

c vmte(5,45)enumcl 
c 45 formate The expected number of claims per period is:',f9.2) 

write(5, *)• EXPECTED VALUE PRINCIPLE-METHOD 1' 
write(5,'*)' RESERVE VALUES' 
write(5,*)'Year Mean StdDev CoefofVar' 
write(5,*)' - ' 
do i=2,6 
write(5,50)i-1 ,meanx 1 (i), stddevx 1 (i),coefvarx I (i) 

50 format(i5,fl5.2,fl0.2,fl0.4) 
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end do 

write(5,*)'' 
write(5,*)' VARIANCE PRINCIPLE-METHOD 1' 
write(5,*)' RESERVE VALUES' 
write(5,*)'Year Mean StdDev CoefofVar ' 
write(5,*)'— ' 
do i=2,6 
write(5,55)i-1 ,meanx2(i),stddevx2(i),coefvarx2(i) 

55 format(i5,fl5.2,fl0.2,fl0.4) 
end do 

write(5,*)'' 
write(5, *)' STANDARD DEVIATION PRINCIPLE-METHOD 1' 
write(5,*)' RESERVE VALUES' 
write(5,*)'Year Mean StdDev CoefofVar ' 
write(5,*)'— - ' 
do i=2,6 
write(5,60)i-l,meanx3(i),stddevx3(i),coefVarx3(i) 

60 format(i5,fl5.2,fl0.2,fl0.4) 
end do 

write(5,*)'' 
write(5, *)' EXPECTED VALUE PRINCIPLE-METHOD 2' 
write(5,*)' RESERVE VALUES' 
write(5,*)'Year Mean StdDev CoefofVar ' 
write(5,*)' ' 
do i=2,6 
write(5,65)i-1 ,meanx4(i),stddevx4(i),coefVarx4(i) 

65 fonnat(i5,fl5.2,fl0.2,fl0.4) 
end do 

write(5,*)'' 
write(5,*)' VARIANCE PRINCIPLE-METHOD 2' 
write(5', *)' RESERVE VALUES' 
write(5,*)'Year Mean StdDev CoefofVar ' 
write(5,*)' - ' 
do i=2,6 
write(5,70)i-l,meanx5(i),stddevx5(i),coefvarx5(i) 

70 format(i5,fl5.2,fl0.2,fl0.4) 
end do 

write(5,*)'' 
write(5, *)' STANDARD DEVIATION PRINCIPLE-METHOD 2' 
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write(5,*)• RESERVE VALUES' 
write(5,*)'Year Mean StdDev CoefofVar ' 
write(5,^)' ' 
do i=2,6 
write(5,75)i-1 ,meanx6(i),stddevx6(i),coefVarx6(i) 

75 format(i5,fl5.2,fl0.2,fl0.4) 
end do 
write(5,*)'' 
write(5,80)runs 

80 formate The number of runs made is ',i6) 
write(5,85)xl(l) 

85 formate The initial surplus is',fl2.2) 
write(5,90)eclsize 

90 formate The expected claim size is:',f9.2) 
write(5,91)varx 

91 formate The claim variance is:',fl 5.2) 
write(5,*)'The claims distribution used was' 
write(5,*)distn 
write(5,95)a,b,c 

95 formate The loadmgs are respectively:',3f9.6) 
stop 
end 

subroutine exponential(esize,var) 
double precision lamda,esize 
write(*,*)' Enter the parameter of the exponential distribution:' 
read(*,*)lamda 
esize=l/lamda 
var=l/(lamda**2) 

c e=enumcl/lamda 
c v=enumcl*2/(lamda**2) 

return 

subroutine expon(totcl,cl,esize) 
dimension cl(5000) 
double precision esize,cl 
integer totcl 
call dmexp(totcl,cl) 
call dscal(totcl,esize,cl,l) 
return 
end 

subroutine gamma(esize,var,agamma,bgamma) 
double precision agamma,bganima,esize 
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write(*,*)'Enter the parameters of the gamma distribution,' 
write(*,*)'a and b,separated by a comma:' 
read(*, *)agamma,bgamma 
esize=agamma/bgamma 
var=agamma/(bgamma* *2) 

c e=enumcl*esize 
c v=enumcl * (esize* *2+var) 

return 
end 

subroutine gam(totcl,cl,agamma,bgamma) 
dimension cl(5000) 
double precision agamma,bgamma,cl 
integer totcl 
call dmgam(totcl,agamma,cl) 
call dscal(totcl,(l/bgamma),cl,l) 
return 
end 

subroutine normal(esize,var,mu,sigma) 
double precision esize,mu,sigma 
write(*,*)'Enter the mean and standard deviation of the normal' 
write(*,*)'distribution, separated by a comma:' 
read(*,*)mu, sigma 
esize=mu 
var=sigma**2 

c e=enumcl* esize 
c v=enumcl*(mu**2+var) 

return 
end 

subroutine norm(totcl,cl,mu, sigma) 
dimension cl(5000) 
double precision cl,mu,sigma 
integer totcl 
call dmnoa(totcl,cl) 
call dscal(totcl,sigma,cl,l) 
call dadd(totcl,mu,cl,l) 
return 
end 

subroutine lognormal(esize, var,mu, sigma) 
double precision esize,mu,sigma,var 
write(*,*)'Enter the mean and standard deviation of the' 
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write(*,*)'underlying normal distribution, separated by a comma:' 
read(*,*)mu,sigma 
esize=exp(mu+(sigma* *2)/2) 
var=exp(2*mu+2*(sigma**2))-exp(2*mu+sigma**2) 

c e=enumcl* esize 
c v=enumcl * (esize * * 2+var) 

return 
end 

subroutine lognorm(totcl,cl,mu, sigma) 
dimension cl(5000) 
double precision cl,mu,sigma 
integer totcl 
call dmlnl(totcl,mu,sigma,cl) 
return 
end 

subroutine pareto(esize,var,apareto,cpareto) 
double precision esize,apareto,cpareto,var 
write(*,*)'Enter the parameters of the pareto distribution,' 
write(*,*)'a and c, separated by a comma:' 
read(*, *)apareto,cpareto 
esize=cpareto*apareto/(apareto-1) 
var=(cpareto* *2)*apareto/(((apareto-1 )* *2)*(apareto-2)) 

c e=enumcl*esize 
c v=enumcl*(esize**2+var) 

return 
end 

subroutine par(totcl,cl,apareto,cpareto) 
dimension cl(5000) 
double precision cl,apareto,cpareto,u 
integer totcl 
do i=l,totcl 

u=dmunf() 
cl(i)=((cpareto* *apareto)/( 1 -u))* *( 1/apareto) 

end do 
return 
end 
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